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GREASE MIXING INSTRUCTIONS
How to make a $750 tub of Dukes grease for $25! WTF are they thinking?
Empty the contents of a 14-ounce tube of AeroShell 33MS into a quart-size paint
can, slowly add 4 tablespoons of MoS2 a little at a time [sprinkle it, don’t just
dump it] while “folding” with a paint stirrer just like my favorite rum pie recipe.
Continue adding the MoS2 and stir. Scrape the sides and bottom with a spatula and
stir some more.
Next using an electric mixer with wire beater, use slow speed until you feel it’s
homogeneous. Add Mobil1 5W30 as necessary to modify the consistency; start with
a tablespoon which may be enough [I didn’t pay too much attention to this detail].
Use the spatula again; and continue with the mixer until you have the consistency
you want. I didn’t try my paint shaker, which might be a good approach too.
You’ll see the oil will separate somewhat after a while [a week or 2]. Just stir again
with a tongue depressor and it seems fine. Keep the tongue depressor and a small
“acid” brush right in the can.
The [min] 10% by volume specified in the Mooney bulletin is exceeded somewhat by
using 4 tablespoons of MoS2. I did the math a while ago and now don’t recall the
conversion from the grams perspective. I actually used my triple-beam balance to
begin, deciding it was too complicated each time. I figured the relationship and then
just eye-balled the relative volume with a beaker; that’s how I arrived at the 4
tablespoon proportion.
I’ve seen many Dukes transmissions with minimal grease right from the factory; they
still seem to survive. These have all been the later-version with the bronze wheel
gear which is better. This is too scary for me to duplicate so I fill the housing with
the grease and to assure complete lubrication of the bearings proceed as follow.
Using an adapter threaded into the top hole farthest from the motor, and a grease
gun, pump grease until it creeps out through the thrust bearing seal. This way you
will have filled all the nooks and crannies with grease.
The Mooney bulletin part II indicates a service interval of 100 hours; adding a
squirt of grease through a grease fitting. Even though the 500-hour service
interval specified in the Piper Comanche service manuals is a different service
approach, I feel this is adequate especially with the grease improvement.
Good Luck,

